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L.0 On behalf of the Kalamazoo Public Schools I would like to present for

your consideration the fellowirg statement regarding accountability in

public education, it must be recognized that there is a tremendous difference

between accountability as a concept and the way it is defined at the opera-

tional level or put. into pra(Aice, We believe it is imperative that analyses

and summaries of these statewide hearings put the whole issue of accountability

into some common frame of reference in terms of definition and operationali-

zarion In our judgment accountability as a concept refers to little more

than "common sense" management wherein outcomes of various programs and

practices are measured and this information is used as feedback for making

appropriate changes and recording progress, To present a more clear picture

of hcw accountability is practiced in the Kalamazoo Public Schools, I now

digress briefly to share with you portions of a Position Statement presented

previously to the Kalamazoo community

Portions of Superintendent's Position Statement
September 7, 1973

.the Kalamazoo Public Schools has an overriding commitment to the
implementation of comprehensive accountability models. Our annual
performance objectives describing the specifics of these models are
listed in a several page document entitled 1973-74 Pe404mance Objectivu
04 Kalamazoo Pubtic Shoot dated September 7, 1973. For those not
having the time or interest to consider the detail presented in that
document, we discuss below a summary of the part of our educational
philosophy on which the performance objectives are based,,

We view the appropriate management structure for the Kalamazoo Public
Schools as being analogous with that of a successful corporation.
Under this analogy school taxpayers are to the school system as stock-
holders are to the corporation- In a like manner the Board of Education
serves a function similar to that of a Board of Directors, the Super-
intendent has the management and leadership responsibilities held for



the corporation president, and all .thc.: shocl administrators con-
stitute the management team, thereby assuming leadership responsibilities
in the various units, departments and buildings which ate supportive
of the system-wide management effat It should be understood that we
do not view students as sus products- Rather, students are the con-
sumers of our prcdOcts which in turn are the learning experiences and
opportunities available t: chem. The value or quality of these products
may be reelected by the resultant student growth.

We recognize the negative featuies of the profit motive normally
assc:tated with the ccrporate structure in this country and the ineffec-
tive practices of many corporate managers, However, certain manage-
ment concepts have been shown to be exttemeiy effective. We believe
the application o these exemplary concepts in an educational environ-
ment will improve the quality of educational offerings. There will be
occasional instances of adversary situations between management and
the various collective bargaining units if we are to fulfill cur charge
of producing for this community the best possible educational product.
Nevertheless, we assume that one common obje:tive of all school per-
sonnel continues to be the maximization cf ssucient learning, and we
challenge all groups ts work together with us to meet this worthy goal.
Of course, ultimately the classroom teacher is the most important
element in terms ci the extent to which this goal is attained.

Although our sboectives ace many, we view surselves basically as an
academic institutisn,. We have taken seriously our responsibility to
help all young people in this schcal system to develop the basic skills
and the basic undEscstandIngs necessary to compete in this society for
jobs and fot highet. education regardless of race, creed or sex. To
achieve this end slasstosm environments must be conducive to learning,
well organized and friendly, Furthermore, every student must be
guaranteed the right to attend school without threat to safety or
feat of physical violence.

Within this tramewsrk ci academic emphasis we view reading tc be our
highest single priority Expressing cneself in the English language
in both written and aral forms and developing the facility to work with
and understand mathematical concepts follow closely behind reading as
objectives which we will meet to a minimum acceptable level of perfor-
man:e regardless of mitigating circumstances, Beyond the achievement
of these minimum object :.ve= in the area of basic academics we must
develop standards of academic excellence which encourage students to
prcgress .:n an individial basis as rapidly and as far as possible.
While articulating a basic academic thrust we recognize the importance
of student grswth in the sreas of attitudes and mtivation We are
expanding cur effsits in this area and certainly do not view attitu-
dinal growth to be in csnitint tai :h ss'ademi. g:cwth Research indicates
that academic success generally has a positive effect on student
motivation and attitudes

Accountability in the Kalamazoo Public Schools is a reality with this
administration. It permeates and provides direction for our entire
aystem, It is an operating model requiring extensive data collection
and analysis fo' the evaluation of personnel, programs and practices.
The reasons for collecting these data are to maximize student learning
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while at the same time allowing us to provide school patrons with
information regarding the educational return fol. their tax dollar, to
determine student performance Levels in all areas, to evaluate the
performance of personnel throughout the system, and to allow us to
weigh fiscal considerations against educational benefits as an impor-
tant criterion in all decision making.-

The core of our accountability model is the development of a Management

Information System In order to effectively manage an organization as com-

plex as the Kalamazoo Public Schools we must have an extensive data base

which allows us to monitor outcomes of various programs and practices and

to use the information so gathered as feedback for appropriate individuals

throughout the system so that we all can do a better job, In order for this

information to be useful, that is accessible and retrievable, it must be

computerized- At the present time we have of ate collecting data which

indicate specific performance objectives and the extent to which these objec-

tives are met as well as ratings of various relevant reference groups for

professional staff throughout the system. Salary adjustments for administra-

tors are based on performance as reflected by these measures, The management

information base for teachets includes extensive information on student

achievement, student reactions to the teaching/learning process, peer ratings,

self-analyses and administrato! judgments. At appropriate times throughout

the school year this information is presented to teachets on an individual

basis so that the teachers in turn can determine how students on an individual

basis ate growing in both cognitive and affective. areas, Such extensive

data collection and computerization scmetlmes create the image of dehumanizing

or mechanizing the educational process, but, on the contrary, such a con-

ceptual and technical data base is a neceasity if we are ever to meet and

fulfill oar mandate of individualizing and personalizing instruction by

challenging each student to grow to his or her fullest potential,

It is important to understand that educational accountability cannot

be traced solely to any Imployee or employee group, For example, it is
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ridiculous to attempt to hold individual teachers solely accountable for

student achievement. Student learning is a function of heredity and environ-

ment. We have no control over heredity, and even environment is a function

of a complex interaction of numbers of factors including administrative

leadership, teacher effectiveness, student effort and home environment. In

dealing with the issue of accountability we must "carve out" those components

for which these various groups have primary responsibility and then define

accountability in a manner which truly reflects their various contributions.

Tragically, much of the controversy and accompanying anxiety regarding

accountability is based on a fear or mistrust of how accountability models

might be used. Many fear that accountability may become a tool to arbitrarily

and capriciously dismiss professional school employees. We must not allow

this fear to be sufficient reason for not moving ahead in terms of guaran-

teeing minimum learning outcomes for all students and beyond that working

toward academic excellence and career preparation. However, this fear

should not be ignored and we must demonstrate through our actions as school

management that accountability data are always used in a positive, construc-

tive way and never in a manner which would reinforce the fears mentioned

above. We believe we are demonstrating such positive use of accountability

information through our practices in Kalamazoo, However, it would be

desirable if the State Department of Education could develop in the near

future certain safeguards which protect professional educators from unfair

applications of accountability.


